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ABSTRACT
This research
issues.

paper takes an initial look at small business

An examination

is highlighted,
differences

enforcing

between

to understand

of the current importance
the significance

the small and large business

the unique circumstances

that was conducted.

interviews

specific look would be necessary

and training
The major

making it easier

that occur in the small business.
is a summary

of the primary and secondary
was gained through

small businesses.

have the same attitudes

was acquired from business

are emphasized,

The primary research

with leaders of thirteen

small businesses

of small businesses

that both play in our economy.

Following the initial information,
research

training needs and

This revealed that in general,

and methods

towards

to detail the specifics.

periodicals

personal

and journals.

training.

The secondary

A more
research

The main information

received from these articles was current training issues such as: the recession,
downsizing,

the aging workforce,

orientations,

internships,

government

and community

mandated

college's

training, motivation,

role in training.

The survey reveals that much work is needed focusing on the small business
entity.
budgets.

Many times the focus shifts to larger businesses due to their size and
Because

of this, small business

the eyes of the world economy.
are made; the most significant

training has taken a subordinate

Some general conclusions

role in

and recommendations

of these being that the topic of small business

training is in need of further intensive

research

and development.

Training Needs and Issues of Small Businesses

The common

perception

is "bigger is better."

the more you have or the bigger it is, the better.
America,

Except for a few rare cases,
Such is the case in corporate

but not in the small business sector.

Few people entering
for a small local company

the job market have dreams and aspirations
with fewer than 500 employees.

dream and hope to be employed
preferably
phenomena

a company

Rather, these people

by one of the larger companies

listed in the Fortune 500.

of working

in America;

There is no way to overcome

except to realize that it exists and try to educate ourselves

on the other side of the spectrum--the

paramount

and others

small business.

If we simply look at the facts concerning
that they playa

this

small business,

role in the economy

it is easily seen

of the United States.

For example:

.

Small businesses employ nearly half the non government, non
farm workers in the United States.

.

Small businesses generate approximately 38 percent of the U.S.
gross national product.

.

During the 1980's, small companies with fewer than five
hundred employees created nearly 70 percent of the new jobs
in the United States.

.

Small companies are responsible for nearly 25 percent of all
manufactured

.

goods exported

from the United States.

Firms with under five hundred employees produce 50 percent of
all United States-made goods and most of the parts supplied to
big companies
(Kreitner; A 1-A2).

In addition,
innovations

small businesses

and job creations

are given credit for most of the new

in our economy.

It is only due to the fascination
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with size and total revenue that small businesses

take a back seat to large

companies.
PURPOSE
The purpose
small businesses
often-ignored
secondary

of this paper is to educate

and focus on the training needs that may exist in this diverse and

sector of our economy.

research

small businesses.
as cite reasons
secondary

myself as to the unique world of

The knowledge

will allow me to see if there are deficiencies
If deficiencies

for the problem and offer possible solutions.

research,

My future goals include becoming

Training Resource

as well as

for action.

and fully understood

my efforts could be utilized in a consulting

as well

I will also, through

try to highlight some issues for small businesses

Once I have gained enough knowledge

need.

in training among

exist, I will try and pinpoint the problems

detail trends, special situations, and recommendations

enterprises,

gained in my primary and

the needs of small

role for small businesses

in

what Phillip E. Bade calls, an "External

(ETR)" (Bade; 80).

SHORTCOMINGS
Initially, I see a few shortcomings

of this project.

First, the time element.

This subject has not been the focus of much of today's current training literature.
Therefore,

in order to do a thorough

could be achieved,

investigation

much primary research

this would take months

of observation,

study is an initial look at small business

where definite trends or needs

will need to be done.

interviews,

and sampling.

Unfortunately,
This exploratory

training and is not the final word on the
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subject.

Consequently,

been achieved

from a more intensive

The second
small businesses.
internships,
issues,

the findings are not as thorough

shortcoming

or specific as would have

study.

is my limited experience

My Human Resource

Management

and knowledge

degree,

base on

along with practical

has given me a stable base, but a firm grip on many of the "real life"

along with actual job experience

with small businesses

or training would

lend to a more realistic and practical final product.
DEFINITION

For the purposes
defined as follows:
enterprise

of this research

An independently

paper, the term small business
owned and managed,

will be

profit seeking

with fewer than two hundred employees.

INTRODUCTION TO ISSUE
When beginning
I was disappointed
topic.

my search for literature dealing with small business

to find out just how little has been written concerning

The few articles that did concern

general or described

specific instances

small business

this

training were either overly

that would be difficult to generalize

realized that in order to be able to draft a research

training,

from.

I

project I would need to broaden

my search to overall training.
There was much literature on training and once I had compiled a substantial
listing, my task was to read the articles and pick out the ones that could be utilized
in small businesses.
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I also did research into small businesses,
secondary

research

both primary

was to provide an understanding

that a small business

operates.

local small businesses

The primary

to obtain information

and secondary.

The

of the unique environment

research was interviewing

leaders of

from them as to the training

specifics

in their organization.
By taking this method,
and training,

then combine

I needed to learn the facts about small businesses

the two so as to make some observations

and

suggestions.
Because of the rich diversity

of small businesses,

garnered from even the most thorough
does not allow for that.
achieved

by exposing

However,

research.

no strict rules will be

The dynamics

of small business

a general problem solving mechanism

myself to a wide variety

can be

of information.

METHODOLOGY
What this study actually
small business training
relevant

articles

needs.

library computer

Development
articles,

My overall methodology

and then interview

I used two resources
University

does is give the very basics to anyone interested

(ASTD).

journal articles,

sent me a bibliographical

was to collect and read the

local small businesses.

for obtaining
system,

my secondary

and the American

research:

Northern

Society for Training

The NIU library gave me a substantial

dealt with small business training.

of all the materials

Illinois
and

list of magazine

and books that related to small business training.
printout

in

ASTD

that they were aware of that

The list was not only printed articles,

but it
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included audiotapes,
sources

and videos.

I would have liked to have used some of these

but due to time, budget,

and accessibility,

I was restricted

to printed

media.
Once I had both lists, I chose articles whose title or description
relevant

and useful.

again scanning

Once narrowing

them for relevancy.

my list, I began searching

sounded

for the articles,

Finally, if they were pertinent

to my research,

I

copied them and took notes on their content.
After completing

all of my library research,

survey that I would administer

I devised a seventeen

to local small businesses.

question

This survey can be found

in Appendix A.
My goal was to complete
previously

stated

fifteen personal interviews.

definition of a small business

that my

would work well for the search.

went to the DeKalb County Economic Development
Economic Development

I determined

Corporation

and City of DeKalb

office to obtain names of local businesses

that fit my

definition.
The actual interviews
preferred

an in-person

came next.

session

Given the choice, about half the people

and half preferred

a phone interview.

I spoke with

managers, supervisors, or human resource personnel.
Of the thirteen
industry,
sales.

interviews

I conducted,

four were in the service industry,

five were in the manufacturing
two were in finance and two were in

With more time and a greater pool, I would have liked to evenly distribute

the survey over all the industries.

I
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CURRENT IMPORTANCE
In America,
all of history.

OF SMALL BUSINESSES

we are currently

facing one of the roughest

Like all firms, the small business is affected

The most interesting

effect

of the jobless people are starting

their own businesses.

opened their doors in 1991,

million start-ups

were launched"

Another

presents

(McCarrol;

replace full-time
McCarrol

employees

also states,

unprofitable

62).

The recession,

"Large companies

1.3 million

according

to

for small time ventures."

tend to flourish

with consultants

"An estimated

is that more

up nearly 9% from 1990 when 1.2

unique opportunities

reason that smaller businesses

times in

by a sagging economy.

on small business during a recession

new businesses

Gerald Hills, "typically

economic

is that companies

will

and other outside contractors.

also tend to abandon markets that may be

for them but a feast for small firms. "

It is the analysis of the last few points that really drives home the point that
a sharp small business trainer could succeed in times like these.
using more consultant
numbers.

Someone

could benefit
IMPORTANCE

type workers

and small businesses

who could facilitate

him/herself

are increasing

these small businesses

are

in

in their training

and many companies.

OF TRAINING

The premier source of information
Society

Companies

for Training

and Development

in the field of training
(ASTD).

which concluded

"that U.S. organizations

even the training

that is provided

ASTD completed

aren't providing

is unevenly

distributed

is the American
a survey in 1989

enough training,

and

in favor of white-collar
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professionals"

(Geber; 49).

The same survey broke down the personnel
managers

topped the list with 71.5%

of organizations

They were followed

by first line supervisors

office/administrative

employees

(55.9%),
workers

customer
(42.9%)

who get trained.

having trained these people.

(69.7%),

executives

(60.1 %), professionals

service people (42.9%),

Middle

(64.6%),

(56.1 %), senior managers

salespeople

(37.4%),

and production

(Geber; 50).

The survey also detailed the general types of training by percent
organizations
(84.2%),

providing.

supervisory

communication

skills (79.9%),

skills (75.7%),

methods/procedures
clerical/secretarial
development
skills (46.8%),

The list follows:

(68.8%),

technical

customer

customer

education

skills (69.3%),

relations/services

personal growth

employee/labor

skills/development

skills/knowledge

basic computer

skills (65.4%),

(61.6%),

management

relations

(42.2%),

of

(79.8%),
new

(66.4%),

(61.9%),

executive

(52.1 %), wellness

(47.7%),

and remedial basic education

sales
(31.7%)

(Geber; 50).
A note should be made that the organizations
over 100 employees.
does not represent

used for the survey all had

The survey was done to show overall trends in business
small business

exclusively.

The important

and

fact to remember

that this is only formal training and the amount of informal training that goes on
within a business

is an important

factor, yet impossible

to quantitatively

measure.

is
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The next question

is "Who does the training?"

of in-house and outside suppliers
second

Historically, the combination

has been the most popular (Geber; 56).

The

most popular was in-house design and the least popular overall was entirely

outside designed.
professionals,"

"The three exceptions

were executives,

who mostly used outside facilitators

used were:

(87.9%),

one-on-one

(70.3%),

(47.2%),

games/simulation

testing

instruction

instruments

(43.9%),

(40.3%),

and

(Geber; 56).

Although there are many types of instructional
training, the ten most commonly

senior managers,

methods

videotapes

used to deliver

(89.3%),

lectures

role plays (58.1 %), slides (55.1 %), films

case studies

(41.6%),

and noncomputerized

self-assessment/self-

self-study

programs

(32.4%)

(Geber; 56).
The final study on the organizations
training and development

departments

by ASTD was on the challenges

have in the future.

According

that

to the

responses, the top ten challenges were: new market strategies/organizational
missions

(19.4%),

customer

service (10.6%),

improvement
decentralization

technological

(5.5%),
(2.5%)

change

corporate

centralization

(15.9%),

culture (9.9%),

world.

staffing

(5.1 %), mergers/acquisitions

(9.3%),

(11.9%),
productivity

(2.9%),

and

(Geber; 57).

This may seem like a lot of numbers,
interested

quality improvement

but they will help give persons

in the training field a general feeling of what is going on in the business
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MAJOR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SMALL AND LARGE BUSINESSES
There are numerous
and large businesses

major and minor differences

between

the roles of managers

is the scope of their focus.

in small and large

The focus of small business managers

tends to be more general.

The focus of large business managers

specialized

Whereas

(Kreitner;

with their particular

the way that small

are run.

The major difference
businesses

between

A2).
function

to know all the functions

tends to be more

a large business manager will be concerned

of the business,

of the business

the small business manager will need

(technical,

social, political,

and

economic).
This leads to the concept
as "The process of pursuing
under ones' control"
entrepreneurial
to embody

of entrepreneurship.

opportunities

(Kreitner;

A3).

without

Entrepreneurship

is defined

regard to resources

currently

The small business manager must have the

spirit while the large business managers do not feel that they need

this style.

while the entrepreneurs
the idea was rejected

"Product

ideas for (new companies)

are still employed
or sidelined

by established

by the bigger company"

are most often formed
companies.
(Kreitner;

Frequently,

A3-A4).
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As a small business training
roles and profiles

it is important

of the leaders of small businesses.

played by small business

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

consultant,

managers

to know the different

Kreitner's

text lists the roles

as (in order):

Spokesperson
Entrepreneur
Figurehead
Leader
Disseminator

It also gives the trait profile of these entrepreneurs.

.
.
.
.
.
.

Focus on envisioned futures
Emphasize external/market dimensions
Display a medium-to-high tolerance for ambiguity
Exhibit moderate-to-high risk-taking behavior
Obtain motivation from a need to achieve
Posses technical knowledge and experience in the innovative
area

These traits and profiles are distinct
managers

and administrators.

for each situation.
characteristics

differences

An important

As a trainer or consultant,

to those of large business

point is that both styles are suitable
try to avoid imposing

that do not fit the culture or size of the company

styles or

you are aiding in

training.
The major threat that small businesses
percent

of all new businesses

study, the primary
management

fail within

face each day is failure.

six years"

expertise"

making it prosper.

A5).

According

60
to a

cause of small business failures was due to "lack of
(Kreitner;

A5).

This is where the ETR comes in. Steps

need to be taken to assist these small businesses
~..

(Kreitner;

"About

in continuing

their venture

and
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Most of the research done concerning training focuses on medium to large
sized businesses.
examined.

For this reason, small business training has not been greatly

In order to be successful as small business training, it takes three

things.
1.
2.
3.

You need an overall knowledge of the nature of small businesses.
You need to know the basics of general training.
You need to be able to integrate the research and knowledge of small
bustnesses with the concepts and methods of training.

When this is done, training for small businesses

comes into perspective.

SUMMARY OF SECONDARY RESEARCH
Recessionary

Effects On Training Budgets

Not every company

budgets

trend is that smaller companies
constant

money out specifically

are less apt to have a training budget.

budget cuts show a new attitude

There is good news and bad news.
spending
dropped

not any worse.
companies

in 1991"

Also, the
The

toward training.
The bad news is that "Total budgeted

on formal training by American organizations
by 5 percent

for training.

(Gordon; 37).

with more than 100 has

The good news is that cuts were

For a very long time, training was seen as a fringe benefit that

only did when times were good.

When times got tough, most, if not

all, the budget dollars for training were cut.
Decision makers are beginning to see that training can still produce
even in tough times.

Of the 46% of organizations

only 59% cut training budgets.
organizations.

that cut budgets

results,

in some area,

That works out to be only 27% of all

Of the 59 % that did cut training budgets,

11 % cut training less
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severely than other functions,
functions.
38).

68 % cut the training budget equally with the other

and 22% cut training more severely than the other functions

Training may even help companies

productivity

mitigate their losses due to higher

and more efficient operations.

statement

that is the foil to persons

sufficient

documentation

It is the uncertainty

of the previous

trying to prove the worth of training without

and figures.

In 1991, the total of all training budgets
counted

(Gordon;

for 30.9 billion and facilities/overhead

was 43.2 billion. Trainer salaries
was 3.6 billion. The other 8.7

billion was spent on outside expenditures.

In order of dollars spent, they are:

seminars/conferences

(2.2 biL), outside services

customer

(2.53 biL), hardware

materials

Gordon's

(1.32 biL), and off-the-shelf

article points out certain industries

less than others on training.
communication/utility
training.

(1.25 bi!.) (Gordon; 41).

that tend to spend more and

"Among industrial groups, the transportation/

sector continues

The lowest spending

insurance/banking

materials

(1.42 biL),

its role as the heaviest

investor in employee

firms, as usual, are to be found in the finance/

group and in wholesale/retail

trade" (Gordon; 45).

Issue Of Downsizing
Even though training has become

much more focal and businesses

beginning to see the great return on investment.
must react to a very important
Companies
~,

Training departments

and ETR's

recent trend--downsizing.

are trying to trim payroll costs by eliminating

enlarging job responsibilities.

are

positions

and

None of these can be done without the support

of
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strong,

effective

same, to increase
"Apparently,
shareholder

training.

The overall goals of most corporations

shareholder

wealth.

George S. Odiorne pointed out that,

many firms see training as a vehicle for the same goal:

information
Odiorne's

increasing

value" (Odiorne; 50-52).

He further gives nine points to help training departments
downsizing.

has stayed the

While the suggestions
can be gathered

deal with

are directed to medium-to-Iarge

and analyzed for the small business

firms, relevant
consultant

also.

points are as follows:
1.

Revise your goals. This should be a constant state of focusing
on flexibility. The need is increased in times of downsizing or
even zero-growth.
The goal of the revision should be to make
better use of current resources.

2.

Use more technologv in training. This may be different for
smaller businesses due to money constraints.
All efforts should
be focused on keeping current and using the most efficient
methods to train.

3.

Use the systems aocroach.
Focus your attention on the inputoutput relationship.
Many times the variables may change and
trainers must deal with new inputs or outputs and still achieve
better results. Keep a focused eye and major problems should
be avoided.

4.

Avoid the activity trap. This is where "we become so
enmeshed in the process and procedures of an activity that we
lose sight of our reason for doing it." This may be easy to fall
into with small businesses due to limited resources.
Once a
good way is discovered, it may be difficult to get rid of old
methods.
The key is to replace old programs with new ones
that achieve desired results.

5.

Use the learning curve aooroach.
This approach focuses on the
fact that repetition will produce increasingly better results.
Unfortunately for small businesses, they have less time and
money to perfect this system.
Instead, they should use the
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resources
necessary

they have to produce a quality program and make
changes as needed.

6.

Use a Dortfolio analvsis of Drograms. This can rarely be used in
small businesses die to the specialized nature of operations.
Small businesses infrequently have the opportunity to carry a
portfolio of training in order to strengthen the workforce.
They
usually have only the basics concerning training.

7.

Don't overlook skills training. This is probably most important
for small businesses.
Most of the businesses success comes
from specialized skills of workers. Usually, skills training is the
easiest, most efficient method to use. Again, with downsizing,
comes more responsibility for each worker and only through
skills training can proficiency be achieved.

8.

ApDIY the rule of 80/20. This is the Pareto Principle: "80
percent of the valuable results come from 20 percent of the
activities developed to produce these results." When resources
are scarce, look for the 20 percent and utilize them while
stopping the 80% that are low-yield.

9.

Use charge back system to SUDDort your budget. This is fairly
irrelevant for small businesses due to two facts. The first is
that most small businesses do not have training budgets.
Second, there is not a level of division in a small business that
allows for departmental budgeting.

The points are all relevant for business
tips should strengthen

the consultant's

in general.

A knowledge

of these

base for recommendations.

Training Of Older Workers
The aging worker is becoming
community.

With a rapidly aging workforce,

utilize this group and not disregard
that these older workers
~.

Instead,

a very important

these businesses

successful

their potential.

will automatically

factor among the business
small businesses

These companies

cannot hope

learn the skills of our changing

need to use motivational

tactics

will

world.

like empowerment,
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decision making, and enriched jobs to utilize this particular group.
The most common

response

to a recommendation

might be that it is not worth the investment
Here is a response
retrain veteran

to this claim:

engineers

because

of training older workers

the workers

will retire soon.

"General Electric has found that it is cheaper

in the latest technology

to

than to hire new engineers"

(Fyock; 21).

Once you have determined a need to train the older workers and received
approval from the company,
differently
workers

than younger

it is important

ones.

to realize that older adults learn

It is necessary

to understand

that many older

can take up to twice as long to retain new skills or tasks.

take longer to store and retrieve information.

A positive side to training older

workers

is that, "older workers tend to stay with the same employer

younger

workers"

longer than

(Fyock; 22).

When using training materials,
see for some older people.
pastels.

They also may

avoid glossy matter,

as they are difficult to

Also try to avoid colors such as blues, greens,

Small print or soft, high pitched noises may be troublesome

and

for the older

learner (Fyock; 22).
Along with the materials,
make older students
training.

Catherine

allow for self-paced
level of learning.

there are definite measures

more comfortable

to take in order to

and able to retain the message

of your

Fyock gives a few points to help train older workers.
learning.
Second,

This will give participants

First,

control and cater to each

along with making visual aids easy-to-read,

do not post
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them above eye level.

tension.

This will help those who wear bifocals and reduce neck

When delivering a verbal message, be sure to speak distinctly and clearly.

Finally, break training up into shorter segments

and break skills into smaller tasks.

This will make learning easier for the individuals (Fyock; 22).
A final consideration
their comfort

level.

environment.
environment

that must be realized when training older workers is

Naturally, older workers tend to feel less relaxed in a learning

In order to increase

the comfort level, you should chose an

that is friendly and supportive.

The elimination

or explanation

jargon as well as varying the method of training will keep participants
The people who train the older workers are also a consideration.
say they feel more comfortable
23).

of

interested.

"Older workers

learning from people close to their ages" (Fyock;

Lastly, make certain that the participant

realizes the rewards

of the training

they are getting.
Government

Mandated Training

While most of the training that goes on in business
some industries
mandated
trainer.

(Le. transportation)

training.

and occupations

is voluntary,

that have government

This can turn out to be quite a challenge

for both company

Many times the training must follow rigorous regulations

submitted

to a regulation

committee

Some foils for the designer

for approval

and

as well as be

(Geber; 49).

of the training are that most of the time there are

very strict time constraints

as to when the program must be ready.

segments

are monitored

of the instruction

there are

Also,

to ensure that the time given meets
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specifications,

and usually the content

is repeated

annually and is quite boring.

A

trainer cannot be as flexible or creative when doing government training due to its
factual nature (Geber; 50).
The other negative

point is that the government

usually mandates

training

when there has been a major problem. This puts many eyes of scrutiny on the
effectiveness
associated

of the training--not

to mention the mountains

with the government.

Even the basics sound terribly constrained,
deliver mandated
hassle"

of paperwork

"but curiously,

training don't often complain; they're

those who must

probably inured to the

(Geber; 54).

Motivating

The Trainees

An important

key to successful

training at all levels is the degree of

motivation.

The best training program and facilitator

participants

are not motivated

the level of superiority

improvement.

They are a motivated

emulated

in American business.

themselves

success

The Japanese

have

in most markets due to this ingrained feeling of

always making things better.
to increase

if the

to learn.

In Japan it is known as Kaizen, constant
achieved

will be far less effective

first and almost everything

motivations are more evenly spread.

culture that should be
Americans

else is secondary.

tend to think of

In Japan,

however,

their

It means continuing improvement in personal

life, home life, social life, and working life" (Holpp; 53).
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We have been trained in the United States that we must sacrifice at least
one of these to achieve greater success

in the others.

work ethic" will not drive us into a prosperous
by these statements:

future.

"Don't mess with success.

And, leave well enough alone" (Holpp; 53).

Not so.

Our "good old

We are currently

motivated

If it ain't broke, don't fix it.

These all rely more on hope than

action.
Americans
motivation.
master,

are now embracing

Achievement

manipulate,

motivation

a subject similar to Kaizen--achievement
is, "To accomplish

or organize physical objects,

things as rapidly and independently
This is great if everyone

as possible.

something

different.

To

human beings or ideas, to do
To excel oneself"

(Holpp; 55).

will use this as their credo in life. The most difficult

part will be to build a belief in this "new" way.
by," how do trainers and managers

After decades

make employees

of simply "getting

think and act like

entrepreneurs?
The most important
high achievement

first step is to recognize

motivation

orientation.

defining characteristics.

They automatically

actions,

on performance,

desire feedback

or hire someone

with a very

These people demonstrate

some very

set goals, take responsibility
and enjoy constant

for their

activity to develop

new ideas.
A study was conducted

in 1990 that looked at employee

training and the role that the supervisor's

support

assumptions

adult learning principles.

based on generally accepted

plays.

motivation

toward

The study made two
"The more
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supportive
toward

supervisors

that training.

motivated

employees

are of training, the more motivated
The more voluntary
will be to attend"

Six similar, but not identical,

employees

training is perceived

hypotheses

were proposed.

they were able to affirm four of the hypotheses

hypotheses.

The four that were generally supported

and reject two of the

in the study were:

Supervisors supportiveness
will increase employees'
expectations
of success (learning) in the training, and their
expectations
of the training's usefulness.

2.

Supervisory
perceptions.

3.

Perception of attendance norms will be related to motivation in
that the more voluntary the training is perceived to be, the more
motivated employees will be to attend.

4.

Employees who set training goals will be more motivated
toward training.

supportiveness

of supervisory

support

Some may want to increase
avoid their supervisors,

would help ensure that motivational

are other internal motivations
their knowledge,

motivation

advance

goal

for

in the

listed recommendations

goals are met.

many of these are currently

Regarding the achievement

will improve employees'

or avoid their jobs (Cohen; 93).

Both of the articles concerning

business,

From the

1.

Independent

company,

to be, the more

(Cohen; 91).

respondents,

employees.

will be

philosophy,

Fortunately

that

for the small

being used or could quickly be implemented.
there are four helpful principles.

1.

Set goals of moderate difficultv. There must be an increase in
tolerance for risk and error.

2.

Facilitate feedback.

Give employees

honest results.
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3.

Let emplovees take resDonsibilitv for their work. By delegating
this responsibility, you empower the employees to achieve
higher quality levels.

4.

Create an action-oriented
culture. This is done by developing
teams and quality circles. Also, use more pilot and test runs
while avoiding cumbersome paperwork (Holpp; 54-57).

At the Employee level, each person should be:

.

Taking a systematic look at jobs to determine effective and
ineffective behaviors.

.

Taking action individually or as a team to improve quality,
productivity, or customer satisfaction.

.

Using an action-planning process to make sure actions are
successfully

The supervisors
toward

implemented

(Holpp; 60).

can do these things to increase

the employees'

motivation

training.

.

Tie success in training to improved job performance and other
benefits.

.

Tie rewards to performance.

.

Ensure that employees set goals for the training.

.

Encourage employees to think about how training related to
their jobs--before

the actual training.

.

Monitor employee perceptions of supervisor supportiveness,
attendance beliefs and motivation toward training.

.

Encourage the organization to make training voluntary (Cohen;
93).

Orientation As Training
Even employers

who have limited or no formal training programs

use an informal type of initial training.

Orientation

in use, do

may seem very trite or
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commonplace

to some, but due to its wide use, it can be utilized as effective

training tool.

In an article titled "Orienting

Allison Rossett
"Orientation

list three orientation

for new employees

New Employees,"

errors and nine principles for effective

consistently

of formal training in American organizations"
As a training consultant,

with their orientations.

training.

turns up as the most prevalent
(Brechler & Rossett;

the employee's

to start when doing an evaluation.

Jeff Brechler and

orientation

Some employers

type

45-47).

might be a good place

are doing a wonderful

job

Others may exhibit all or some of the three common

recurring errors.
The first is no information.
employees

of common

knowledge

The basics of goals, structure,

The employer has a responsibility
that will aid the employee

benefits,

expectations,

to inform new

in the work transition.

culture,

and policies should

be given as well as an opportunity for the employee to ask any questions or air any
concerns

that he/she may have.

The second
employee

error is too much information.

everything

obtain more detailed information
The final error is conflicting

is reality.

to telling the

that he/she may need to ever know, the orientation

should focus on what is necessary

what is going on.

As opposed

Every company

now and inform the employee
when it becomes
information.

of channels

to

necessary.

Let the employee

has ideal standards

know exactly

and policies, but then there

If the ideal and real do not match, stick with reality.

discredit yourself and the organization

facilitator

when the information

You only serve to

you give to the
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employee

is not true to what is being practiced

Effective Orientation

on-the-job.

Principles:

Princicle 1: Asses needs as a basis for orientation.
This is a time to
look at both parties that can benefit from orientation: the employee
and the employer. The orientation should contain privacy, ongoing
access to information, and reflection of the tone, feeling, and spirit of
the organization and work team.
Princicle 2: Establish an oraanizing framework.
make the structure
clear as well as a quick path to obtaining information.
Princicle 3: Provide learner control. Although this is easier when
computers are used, most small businesses do not have this flexibility.
You can substitute a handbook or small library that will allow the
employee to access information on a needs basis.
Princicle 4: Make it a crocess. not iust an event. A single morning
session on the first day on the job is not sufficient.
Assign a sponsor
or mentor that has exhibited qualities of openness and responsibility
to assist the employee in the stages of development they will go
through. Also, recognize that personal meetings between the
employee and supervisor are crucial in the first year.
Princicle 5: Allow ceocle and cersonalities to emerge. This is most
important for small business because the entrepreneurial spirit allows
for more personality to be brought to the organization.
Get the
employee's input on information they would like to receive and the
method in which they would like to receive it.
Princicle 6: Reflect the oraanizations
employee must understand the stated
organization as well as any unstated
these values, they will better become

tone and criorities. The
values and mission of the
or implied norms. By expressing
realists.

Princicle 7: Be sensitive to the colitics associated with orientations.
For a small business this means to simply allow all relevant levels of
management assess the training to decide if the business' needs are
being met.
Princicle 8: Include a svstem for revision and ucdate. All orientations
must be flexible to change. This change should occur whenever a
policy, technology, product, or goal changes.
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PrinciDle 9: Create a Dleasing orientation eXDerience. A major goal of
a good orientation is to make the employee feel motivated, inspired,
and encouraged.
Do not be afraid to make the orientation fun or
interesting.
The orientation
gets.

is the first impression

When redesigning

most meaningful

or beginning

experience

an orientation

the employee

returns will show up once the employee
Internships

of an organization

that an employee

program,

try and make it the

will receive at the job.

Hopefully,

the

starts working.

As Training

"Internships

are an ideal way to increase the capability

they require little additional
experiences

and research,

are boundless

investment"

131).

to be gained by using interns.

I would always

recommend

and

In all of my

I have found this to be a very correct

realms of benefits

view of a consultant,

(Hollingsworth;

of a small staff,

statement.

There

From the point of

using an intern when there are

peak periods of business or extra duties that need to be done, but no money to
hire another

employee.

The employer

gets a young,

decrease the work load on current

energetic
employees.

college-aged

person to help out and

They also get to foster a working

relationship

with a local college in which they recruit interns.

opportunity

to train a person, at little or no cost, to perform

into a full time position

Finally, they get an
duties that may work

in the future.

The intern gets benefits

also.

They get a part time or full time position

which he/she is allowed

to utilize knowledge

learn from a "hands-on"

prospective

gained in school.

of the business world.

in

They also get to

They meet new
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people, make contacts,
internship

and may make a little money.

And if the time is right, the

may work into a full time position following graduation.

Once an internship

is decided on as a method of training, commitment

come from all levels in order for it to be as beneficial as possible.
a "gopher"

or "peon."

and future success.
for the internship

that stresses

a focus group, consisting
out all the details.
Some questions
and how much?

the educational

of all personnel

objectives.

Next, you need to have
by the intern, to iron

The key players will be named and questions

that may come up are:

how many interns?

and where to recruit from? (Hollingsworth;

allay the feeling of inferiority.

current

is to develop a mission statement

that will be affected

Once hired, give the intern all the respect

of your team

The intern is not

He/she can be an integral part of a small business'
The first point of business

must

will be answered.

full or part-time?
132).

the regular employees

Give them full orientations

pay

get so as to

and make them feel part

.

Role Of The Community College
Before a small business

can successfully

implement

training, they must

realize that even though they are not as large or have the huge budget,

they can

still utilize resources

is the

community

to assist them in training.

One of these resources

college.

For small companies
labor hours and money.
well as their suppliers

to do significant
In Japan,

employees

training could mean a large amount of

the larger corporations
also (Jacobs;

68).

train their own people as

The trend in America is to
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focus on the community

college to lend support.

These schools are in a perfect

position to assist area small businesses.

Using community colleges demands good communication.
must communicate

their needs to the local schools.

are need to communicate
small businesses
be combined

need to communicate

Jacobs

This is because

community

needs for certain classes,

are focused

For

on the needs

If small businesses

do

they will most certainly never be

are so general that there is little relevance

to

Finally, many schools teach the supplementary

the same way they do for recent high-school

adult learning principles

college.

colleges cannot afford to be

needs of each small business.

the actual work environment.
classes

with using a community

alleges that most of the current classes

Also, many of the classes

technical

And

in order to see if any of their needs could

some problems

to the specialized

not communicate
offered.

colleges in same

into training in a central location on a common topic.

of larger businesses.
adaptive

Community

with each other so that training is not overlapping.

There are, however,
instance,

Small businesses

(Jacobs;

graduates,

ignoring

69).

As an ETR, you might be able to work as a liaison between

the small

businesses

and college to recommend

topics and training that should warrant

attention.

This would be inexpensive

due to economies

employees

from different

companies

of scale, by bringing many

to attend the same classes

or workshops.
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Role Of The Consultant
In the article titled "So you want to be a consultant,"
eight cautions

Phillip Bade discusses

to those who aspire to become private training consultants

(Bade;

80).
The first requirement
yourself.
prospective
resources

Bade recommends
clients?

asking these questions

handle constant

Do I have the financial

This will allow you to see if you can

As an ETR, you can expect many closed doors by

for each one that you get in.

The third point is probably the most important--eternal
simply describing
and ideas.

the necessity

to constantly

keep educated

innovation.

and try new methods

is that you are a hard worker.

your income is dependant

and a function

you're producing,

of how much you work.
"Whenever

you're not selling."

Being frugal is the fifth point.
office equipment

world.

Because you work for

Although you are called upon to sell and produce to be successful,

therefore

This is

This will help keep an ETR sharp and open to a flexible business

The fourth condition
yourself,

"Who are my

Can I sell? Can I sell myself?"

point is to know your ego.
rejection.

ETR is to know

of yourself:

Who will be my clients next year?

to get through the lean times?

The second

businesses

in order to become a successful

that you need.

there is a necessity

As an ETR you are responsible

All of this equipment

for any and all

costs a great deal and

to be very careful with expenses.
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The sixth and seventh
disillusionment,"

step are closely related.

and "the political jungle."

They are, "the doldrums

of

The first deals with clients not

believing in your principles or points while you are firmly believe them to be the
gospel.

The second

connections

deals with realizing that close friendships,

can be erased for many reasons.

contracts,

and

You may be on the inside today and

the outside tomorrow.
The final point is a given to an ETR--constant
previous points contain varying degrees
is not as glamorous
conditions,

as it may seem.

the rewards

of questions.

uncertainty.

All of the seven

The point is that consulting

But for those who can deal with the

can be enormous.

SUMMARY OF PRIMARY RESEARCH
The conclusions
vague.

that I was able to draw from the interviews

Overall, most of the companies

level was adequate

had limited formal training, but felt that the

for their current needs.

There were, however,
training programs.

were fairly

three organizations

that did not have any formal

The first was a service company

that employed

were trained by their union.

technical

professionals.

All of these employees

The

representative

I spoke with felt that the union was doing an adequate

job training

the employees.
The second

business

was in manufacturing.

the-job training to teach the employees

This company

how to run the machinery.

simply used onNo cross-

training was done and the duties were simple enough that a supervisor

could train
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the employee

in just a few hours.

and CPR training facilitated
The final company

just complete

gave me for the lack of training was due to
The employees

their job. The supervisor

trained workers
20 thousand

had on the company

dollars per week.

We discussed
it." The supervisor
but it would severely

is a documented

that even with adequate
resistance.

about the

The main effect the nonloss of approximately

10 -

at all levels.

data supporting

the need for

There is a need for better methods

to

the losses or gains from not having or having training.
the older management's

theory of "if it ain't broke, don't fix

believed that the lack of training would not kill the company,
hurt it until there would be no alternative

training to turn things around.
exercised

I spoke to was quite concerned

The loss was due to inefficiencies

training, there may be significant
measure

received the minimum training to

it was causing a great problem.

This demonstrates

specifically

do safety training

that did no formal training was also in manufacturing.

obstinance."

lack of training because

did, however,

by outside experts.

The reason the young supervisor
"upper management

The company

There is currently no preventive

besides extensive
maintenance

being

in that company.

Although the supervisor
had always been rejected
positive effects

of training.

a college education.
feel threatened

had brought up the idea of training to his bosses,

due to the upper management's
The supervisor

The supervisor

not believing in the

was also the only one in the plant with

and I concluded

by training their workers

it

in advanced

that upper management
skills that they do not

may
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possess.
The supervisor

believed that it would take a great deal of time to get training

into the organization.
concrete

I recommended

data on its benefits.

this solution.

A training

"The consultant's

unfreeze the system,

that he keep pressing for training
consultant

would definitely

with

be useful in

role would be to provide the data that would

reduce the resisting

forces,

and alter the status quo" (Lee;

86).
While some small businesses
programs,

do not currently

there is a general methodology

when dealing with this common
five steps to designing

that should produce desirable results

occurrence.

in house training

utilize any formal training

An article by Katherine

programs.

used by an ETR when hired to design training

Smith listed

Four of the five steps can be

for a small business.

The first step is to sit down with a focus group team and develop realistic
goals that they feel are necessary.
upper management,
setting

but personnel

of their goals (Smith;

These goals should not be handed down by
at all levels should be given input as to the

143).

The second thing that the consultant
will "determine
(Smith;

143).

what kind of training

should do is a needs assessment.

to conduct,

This will allow you to gain an objective

need to be addressed

in achieving

the goals (Smith;

The third step is to separate the training
The training

for whom,

needs will be more specific

This

and how often"

view as to what deficiencies
143).

needs from the development

and short-term.

The development

needs.
needs
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are more investment

oriented concerning

the long-term growth of the employees

(Smith; 144-145).
The final step stresses
method

the importance

of effective

training evaluation.

is usually a survey and its purpose should be to determine

whether

The
the

training met the needs and delivered a benefit (Smith; 145).
After you, the consultant,

leaves, the managers

who are using the training

should be able to evaluate

the training and determine

made.

to discuss the training program will keep you in touch

Periodic follow-ups

with the customer

when changes

and their needs.

The other ten businesses

did have some type of formal training programs

and most of them displayed

a similar attitude

interviews,

their responses

I will summarize

When asked who facilitated

toward training.

their training, the answers

were very similar.

of the employee's

sometimes

staff person.

performed

by a human resource

and method

of training was formal on-the-job

(classroom)

style and videotapes.

for basic on-the-job

differed by job, there was equal attention
due to time constraints
employees.

training.

training.

department

Others also used lecture

was that all employees
Although the training

given to all employees.

along with no perceived

and

The most common type

theme that I gleaned from the interviews

had the same opportunities

To discuss the

to the questions.

Training was done mostly by the supervisor

A common

need to be

This was mainly

need for specialized

training of
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Only a few companies
cases.

used training consultants

The main use of consultants

company

would hire a specialist

and this was only for select

was to deal with OSHA concerns.

to deliver training to improve workplace

Regarding the need for more training, about 75 percent
said that the current level was sufficient
training.
employees

The other 25 percent

The
safety.

of the respondents

and could not see a need for adding more

saw a distinct need to increase

the time their

were trained.

None of the companies used conventions, professional organizations, or
internships
methods

as a form of training.

Ten of these companies

did not use these

due to lack of funding, the other three had no desire to use the method.

Also, no companies
Surprisingly,

that I spoke with had any government
although

most people responded

mandated

training.

that they did not see a need

for more training, all but one said if training were more affordable,

they would do

more. The one respondent who did not feel that cost mattered also was the only
one that had a formal training budget.
necessary.

The question

optimal levels of training.

The others administered

is still open as to whether
I would speculate

training as it was

having a budget helps achieve

that small businesses

that do not

utilize a formal training budget are not training as much as is necessary.
company

with the budget also seemed

the company's

were:

to their employees

and

improvement.

The benefits
responses

the most devoted

The

that were recognized
increased

productivity,

from training were also similar.
less turnover,

fewer accidents,

The main
and more
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focus on relevant

issues.

In retrospect,
specific challenges
workforce).

I wish I would have asked more questions
in today's

economy

The information

had originally anticipated.

(i.e. recession,

that the interviews

similarities,

more specific questions

companies

and industries.

downsizing,

produced

Although the questions

that dealt with
and the aging

was more robust than I

I asked uncovered

would have stressed

differences

many
among

CONCLUSION

In completing
undergraduate

this research

college student--my

my college undergraduate
professional

business

person.

my life. The research
future developing

which is my final submission

capstone,

I realize that although

it is the beginning to my studies

In many ways, it is just a cornerstone

presented

on the subject

I feel comfortable
employment

studies,

project,

as an

it the ending of
as a
to the rest of

here is a basic beginning to an endless
of small business

stating that small business

amount of

training.
training is a viable future

track for individuals who have a strong desire to work hard.

"Contract trainers are one solution to staffing problems in companies where
training needs can expand and contract
economy

where two-thirds

of new employees

could not be greater for effective
the young educated
to do business.

persons

rapidly" (Oberle; 55).

of the

get their first jobs, the importance

training in small businesses

responsibility

In a segment

(Orfalea; 44).

to promote training as an excellent

Training has shown benefits to all parties involved:

the

It is
way
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employees,

the employer

and the customer.

that the American economy

When all of these benefit,

will also benefit (Casper;

By no means is this all the research

111).

that could be done concerning

subject.

It is only the beginning for me and others who are interested

business

training needs and issues.

the basic knowledge

observations,
information

I would recommend

to gain

doing more primary research,

relying less on secondary

literature.

that I received

were from the interviews

I completed.

researcher or consultant.

in small

this topic.

and studies,

could be done from the viewpoint

this

It should be used as an initial resource

in order to go further into researching

In further research,

it holds

of the small businessperson

The best pieces of
Also, research

instead of the

In doing my secondary research, I uncovered several

articles that would be a good beginning for a project taking that perspective.
Although

not directly cited, these articles are listed at the end of the paper as

additional

references.

It is obvious that small businesses
They are happy by each additional
to change the status
are interested
(Applegate;
support,

quo.

D3). Only through

will the full benefits

day they are still in business

It seems,

in dumming-down

will be difficult to persuade

as one article states,

and feel reluctant

that, "More executives

the work rather than smarting-up
educating

ourselves

to train more.

the people"

and the businesses

we hope to

of training ever be actualized.

I have realized that there is both too much training, yet never enough.
Businesses

spend too much time on things that employees

do not need to know
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and not enough time on the things that employees
training may seem like a continuous
truths she holds about humans
by remembering

and training.

Kathleen Q'Halioran

Because of this,
has three

I believe in them also and think that

them and utilizing them in small business

and all hurdles can be overcome.

.
.
.

challenge.

need to know.

training situations,

any

The truths are:

People are the same all over the world.
People learn by doing.
Learning can be fun (Q'Halioran; 15).

Although correct

individually, these are only effective

when looked at as an entity.

All three knowledge

in a training mode

pieces must be present

for

optimal results.
Just as this project is a cornerstone

for further learning and not simply the

end, training should also be looked at as a process.

The ending of one program

should only be used as a tool to go further and delve deeper into the learning
process.

In the sense of learning and being on the cutting edge of new

information,

a small business

can be as big as the largest institution.
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APPENDIX A

1.

Name.

2.

Position.

3.

Company name and purpose.

4.

Number of employees.

5.

Do you currently

6.

What is the reason that you do not have training

7.

Who facilitates

8.

What types and methods

9.

Who gets trained and who decides this?

10.

What personnel

11 .

Have you ever used the services of a training

12.

Do you see a need for more training?

13.

Do you have an annual budget for training?

14.

Do you use conventions,

have formal training

programs?

(Yes go to 7. No go to 6.)
programs?

(Go to 16.)

your training?
of training

in your company

do you use?

need the most training?

professional

consultant?

In what areas?

organizations,

or internships

for

training?
15.

Is any of your training

16.

If training

17.

What are the benefits

NOTE:

government

were more affordable,

These questions

mandated?
would you do more?

you see from training?

were used as a basic outline to take into the
interview.
The order and exact wording may have been changed to
adapt to the different situations.
Questions were added and deleted
depending on the specific interview.
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